We report the characteristics of current induced frequency modulation (FM) for two continuous-wave quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) at 9.06 μm. Both the frequency tuning rate and the phase shift between intensity modulation and FM are measured at different modulation frequencies from 10 Hz to 200 kHz. The frequency tuning rate of the QCLs depends on both the modulation frequency and amplitude. The tested QCL has been used to detect ambient water vapor with wavelength modulation spectroscopy for validation with a numerical model. © 2012 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 140.3070, 140.3600, 140.5960.
The newly emergent thermoelectrically (TE) cooled distributed feedback (DFB) continuous-wave (CW) quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) operating at room temperature are used to build compact, sensitive trace gas sensors in the mid-IR spectral region, where most molecular gases possess strong fundamental rotational-vibrational lines [1] [2] . Wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) is a widely applied technique in many laser-based trace gas sensors to increase sensitivity by shifting the detection to higher frequencies, at which the laser excess noise (1∕f noise) is considerably lower [3] . The extent to which QCL tuning characteristics are suitable for the detection of ambient gas molecules with WMS, which relies upon fast laser frequency tuning, is an open-ended question. In this Letter, we present experimental results of the current induced frequency modulation (FM) characteristics for two DFB QCLs near 9.06 μm. QCL characterizations help to optimize the WMS-based sensor performance and improve the model simulation for WMS.
The motivation arises from the need to measure many trace gas species at atmospheric pressure using WMS. For example, fast and quantitative measurements of atmospheric ammonia (NH 3 ) concentrations are of great interest for environmental concern, due to the significant role of NH 3 in atmospheric aerosol chemistry [4] . An open-path NH 3 sensor, using WMS and a multipass optical cell, has been developed for fast, accurate and nonintrusive ammonia detection with a TE-cooled DFB QCL operating at 9.06 μm [5] . WMS is one of the best and simplest techniques for probing air-broadened and overlapping absorption features in open-path sensors [6] . It uses a much smaller modulation frequency f (typically, several kilohertz to tens of kilohertz) relative to the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of the absorption feature δν line , but with a larger modulation amplitude [3] . Molecular absorption transitions at atmospheric pressure usually have a linewidth of several gigahertz. The HWHM of air-broadened NH 3 absorption feature (six lines together) near 9.06 μm is ∼3 GHz at atmosphere pressure. In WMS, a modulation index, m, is defined as the ratio between the FM depth, δν, and δν line (m δν∕δν line ). For second harmonic (2f ) detection, the optimal value of m for a Lorentz profile is 2.2, which gives the maximum amplitude of the 2f signal and thereby the best signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [3] . In order to check how well QCLs perform for WMS, it is necessary to quantify the tuning characteristics of the lasers themselves.
Two TE-cooled DFB QCLs from Alpes Lasers of Switzerland were used in the experiment. The first QCL has a standard high heat load (HHL) package, whereas the latter uses a laboratory laser housing (LLH100) from Alpes Lasers [7] . A Newport 325B and an Alpes Laser TCU151 were used to control the QCL temperatures, respectively. Both QCLs were operated in continuous wave mode with the same low noise laser diode driver (Wavelength Electronics, QCL500), which has a 3 dB bandwidth of 2-3 MHz. The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . A function generator (Tektronics, TDS2024B) provided a sinusoidal modulation signal to the laser diode driver. The laser beam was collimated by a lens in front of the QCL and travelled through a germanium (Ge) etalon. This 2.54 cm long Ge etalon, with a finesse F of ∼3.3 and a free spectral range (FSR) of 1.474 GHz, was used as a frequency reference. The etalon was aligned to ensure that the laser beam was incident normal to the etalon surface. A TE-cooled Judson mercury cadmium telluride (J15TE3:10) detector with a preamplifier was placed after the etalon. The signal from the detector was recorded by an oscilloscope (Tektronics, AFG 3022B). Figure 2 shows an example of a measured detector signal along with a mathematical fitting at 20 kHz modulation frequency. The periodic etalon peaks are the FM of the QCL, whereas the dashed curve is the intensity modulation (IM) of the QCL without the Ge etalon. The FM efficiency of the QCL is characterized by the tuning rate, η δν∕δi (GHz∕mA), where δi is the corresponding modulation current amplitude for the FM modulation depth δν. A phase shift, φ (radians), between IM and FM can also be observed in Fig. 2 . The detector signal was fitted to the etalon transmission function along with a sinusoidal IM in a MATLAB model. Based on the assumption that the laser frequency changes linearly with laser current, the mathematical expression of detector signal from a sinusoidal laser current can be derived as follows:
where t is the time, A is the laser IM amplitude, ω is equal to 2πf , B is the baseline of IM. Indeed, the fitting results justify the assumption of the linear relationship between laser frequency and current. During the experiment, the modulation frequency was varied from 10 Hz to 200 kHz, while the modulation amplitude was first kept constant at 20 mA. Figure 3 presents the FM tuning rates of both QCLs at different modulation frequencies and operating temperatures. The FM tuning rates decrease as the increase of modulation frequency. The major effect that causes this frequency dependence is thermally-induced frequency tuning. The thermally-induced effect is a slow effect and related to the thermal properties of QCLs. It induces more frequency change with low modulation frequency than with high modulation frequency. The tuning rates of both QCLs show weak temperature dependences at different operating temperatures. The HHL-packaged QCL has slightly stronger temperature dependence than the other one, which may be caused by differences in thermal design and package. In any case, the temperature dependence of a laser tuning rate for QCLs near room temperature is relatively small when compared with its frequency dependence.
For diode lasers (including QCLs), when the current of the laser (above threshold) increases, the emitted laser frequency decreases. One may think that the IM-FM phase shift φ is exactly π. Actually, as shown in Fig. 4 , the measured IM-FM phase shift is not exactly π and increases with modulation frequency. The QCL has a complex thermal and current response under current modulation, which induces the frequency dependence of the phase shift.
The 3 dB cutoff bandwidths for both QCLs in Fig. 3 are ∼400 Hz, which is much lower than the values (∼ several hundreds of kilohertz) from other recent QCL works [8] [9] . The large modulation amplitude (20 mA) may contribute to this low cutoff bandwidth. To test this, another experiment was conducted to measure the tuning rate, while varying the modulation amplitude of a QCL at a fixed modulation frequency (10 kHz), as shown in Fig. 5 . In this test, a free space etalon formed by two mirrors with a FSR of 300 MHz was used to improve the spectral resolution. The FM tuning rate of the QCL does show a decrease with the increase of the modulation amplitude, which essentially influences the thermal condition of the laser operation. The combined effect of modulation frequency and amplitude leads to a low cutoff bandwidth, as observed in this Letter. In order to demonstrate the performance of using QCL for ambient gas sensing, an experiment has been done to detect one water vapor absorption line at 9.078 μm with a HMHW of ∼2.27 GHz at ambient condition by detuning the 9.06 μm HHL-packaged QCL. The experiment was performed with a modulation frequency of 10 kHz. The best current modulation amplitude to detect water vapor within the current limit of this QCL at 10 kHz modulation frequency is 30 mA, which corresponds to a modulation index m of 1.38 for the targeted water absorption line. A numerical model for WMS has been built to simulate the actual quadratic 2f signal output of ambient water vapor from the experiment. The model generates a simulated detector signal using the measured characteristics of QCL presented above and applies a low-pass IIR Butterworth filter to simulate the function of the lock-in amplifier. Both the experimental result and simulations are plotted together for comparison in Fig. 6 . The FM tuning rate for low frequency and a phase shift of π are used in an initial simulation. Results from this initial simulation [ Fig. 6(b) ] reveals many discrepancies when compared with the experimental data [ Fig. 6(a) ]. Although an improved simulation [ Fig. 6(c) ] shows better result when using the measured FM tuning rate at 10 kHz, an obvious discrepancy still exists in the Y signal. The final simulation [ Fig. 6(d) ] resembles the experiment very closely by adding the measured phase shift as well. The non-π IM-FM phase shift accounts for the nonzero baseline in the Y signal as theoretically predicted [10] [11] .
Due to the limitation of current scanning range of our lasers, it is impossible to get the optimal modulation index of ∼2.2 for the ambient water vapor absorption line (or selected ammonia absorption feature). However, the limited modulation index is more related to the tuning range of these QCLs and does not change the conclusion that QCLs are effective light sources for WMS detection of ambient pressure-broadened gases. With modulation amplitude of 30 mA, the SNR of the ambient 2f water vapor signal reaches ∼50 dB with a 22 m long multipass cell. This result is equivalent to ∼180 parts per billion by volume (ppbv) ambient NH 3 in a 57 m long multipass cell with a detection limit of ∼0.63 ppbv (SNR 1).
QCLs provide promising mid-IR light sources to measure low concentration of trace gas molecules (e.g., NH 3 ) in the atmosphere for various environmental sensing applications. The characteristics of current induced frequency tuning for two QCLs from Alpes Lasers at 9.06 μm have been tested. The tuning rate of QCL depends both on the modulation frequency and amplitude. The test results were then used in a numerical model for WMS and validated with the experimental results for ambient water vapor detection. Ambient gas molecules (H 2 O, NH 3 , etc.) can be detected well using WMS with QCLs, which need to be well characterized. 
